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The best Antop HD Smart Antenna SBS-301 dealsA multi-talented indoor antenna with much touted features, the Antop HD Smart Antenna SBS-301 ($89) may seem like a reasonably priced option for cord cutters. The device includes features seen on some of the best TV antennas, such as an
adjustable amplifier to stimulate weaker signals, and an FM antenna to improve radio reception. But if you're just looking to pull in as many TV stations in your area as possible, there are less expensive, simpler solutions. Range70 MilesChannels Received33AmplifiedYes1080p ReceptionYesCable
Length10 Feet (plus two 5-foot coaxial cables)Size8.9 x 17.6 inch Looking like two pieces of bread attached to their edges like butterfly wings, the Antop SBS-301 is essentially twice the size of typical flat indoor-HDTV antennas. The device is more than 17 inches wide, making it a more substantial
presence in terms of placement, but it includes a snap-on stand for tabletop positioning (used in our testing), as well as a few push pins that fit into two complementary holes in the antenna itself before hanging the antenna on a wall. Alternatively you use the four included glue Velcro pads to stick it to a
window or to the wall of, say, an RV. There are also three included screws with drywall anchors. The plastic Antop SBS-301 is multi-directional, and is black on one side and white on the other, making it reversible. In other words, you choose to expose the white or black side of the antenna, depending on
what works with your interior, without affecting the reception. (Image credit: Antop) The other part of the Antop package is a separate power-booster module for signal amplification. It's about the size of a pack of cigarettes and has a dial to adjust the level of amplification, as well as a plug for DC power
and a USB port in case you receive power directly from your TV. The module also has a coaxial antenna input, two coaxial outputs for your TV and an FM receiver (or 2 TVs if you want). For the FM radio connection, Antop contains several adapters; a female coaxial connector, a 3.5-millimeter stereo
audio adapter and a two-pin male AT733 adapter for older radios. Antop SBS-301 setupAlthough you don't need to use the included power amplifier, most buyers will want to install it. However, the power pack creates more of a tangle of cables. In addition to the 10-foot antenna wire (which is permanently
connected to the SBS-301) there is the power cable to connect and the two additional coaxial cables (one for the TV and one for the FM receiver). Best TV Antenna 2020 - Indoor HDTV antenna reviewsY the power booster behind your TV hide, if it sits on a credenza or table. Alternate the amplifier as a
smoke detector hang the supplied screws. Make sure it remains accessible so you can adjust the level of amplification as needed. And for those looking for an RV or glamping solution, the Antop SBS-301 is flexible enough to different setups. With its adjustable amplifier – a feature called Antop Smart
Boost – and an touted 4G LTE filter, we wanted to see how the Antop SBS-301 performed in our tests. The results were mixed, demonstrating the challenges of obtaining reliable reception even in an urban environment. (Image credit: Antop) To get a baseline, we tested the Antop antenna without the
boost module or any amplification. Initial scans of our standard test position reported 29 drives. The list did not include the local CBS channel, but NBC and ABC clearly came as a bell. About half a dozen of the remaining channels experienced pixelation and image distortion, so in the end only 23 drives
could be reliably tuned without the power assist, which was better than average. We then tested the SBS-301 with the power booster in line and set the dial to its maximum position. A scan with the Samsung KS9000's tuner revealed 31 drives. That's not many more channels than were reported without
the amp, but there was a significant difference. We could now watch the daytime soap operas on CBS, clear and clean. In addition, from MeTV reps to community programs, we could tune into all 31 channels reliably without any photo breakups or audio drop-outs. This was, again, above average
reception compared to similar antennas, such as the Moho Curve.Not content to watching oldies like Adam 12 with the power booster set to the maximum, we decided to test the antenna at a variety of amplification levels. At about 50% power, the Antop SBS-301 actually recognized more channels, 33 in
total. However, we lost the CBS affiliate on this setting while we gained a few Spanish-language drives at the top of the dial. Reducing the power boost to about 25% revealed 37 channels on an initial scan. However, many stations were shaky at best, such as a retro channel running episodes of I Dream
of Jeannie. CBS was also unwatchable, while a local arts station was - for the first time - sharp and solid. How to boost your TV antenna signal and better reception these differences demonstrated the vagaries of interference that can be generated when amplifiers are used with antennas. If you're in a
remote location with only sporadic reception of a few stations, an amplifier can be a great help. But if you're in a metropolitan area with dozens of stations competing for your attention, an amplifier can help or hinder depending on the channel you're trying to tune. The same caveat applies to FM reception.
With the same test location we connected the antenna to a stereo receiver with a coaxial cable. Cataloging all the stations available in our metro-New-York-City location was not practical, but we found that the fortified improved the sound quality of many stations, such as a jazz outlet and an NPR station
that were otherwise marred by noise and static. We still couldn't tune into drives that weren't previously available, however, so not the antenna to perform miracles. And shoppers should note that the placement of the antenna for receiving FM stations is often more critical than using the amplifier. Although
a reasonable performer with some interesting extras, the Antop SBS-301 is surpassed by some of Tom's Guide Editor's Choices. The Mohu Curve, another indoor reinforced antenna, is more affordable than the Antop model and pulls in more stations. However, if you are looking for a single antenna to do
dual service that improves TV and FM reception, this Antop model may be right for you. Who would have thought Microsoft could be cool? Not Microsoft's company, product line or substandard technical support. No, Microsoft marketing is cool because they've developed a reverse promotional campaign
that leveraged a competitor's positioning, used it to attack their weakness, and amplify a Microsoft force at once. That's cool. Anyone with a pulse is familiar with the big ad campaign designed by Apple, pitting a dowdy-looking actor as a generic PC, and a young hipster (Justin Long in real life) as a Mac.
Justin played the Mac role as low key, friendly, effective, peace-loving and, in a sub dude way, cool. Justin was also the voice of Alvin in Alvin and the Chipmunks, so we have to subtract three 'cool points'. For a company built primarily on image and supplier lock-in, Apple did a great job. Their ads were
memorable and also a method for serial picking on the weaknesses of Windows. They made a Mac cool and a PC becomes a crime against humanity. Coupled with the perennial Windows Vista fiasco, the campaign severely damaged Microsoft sales, brand and market share mindshare. Microsoft used
judo. Like most take-down martial arts, judo recommends using your opponent's weight against them. Don't bother hitting a 260 linebacker in the face because it would just amuse him. Instead let him charge you and then help him turn his forward momentum into downward dynamics. Once he's in on the
floor and you're standing over him you can then either run like hell or carry out a 'ground-and-pound' attack. Microsoft grounded and is pounding Apple.Take the premise of the Apple ads, which paraphrased Macs are cool and PCs are a headache. These concepts were communicated by actors such as
proxies for operating systems and hardware. In the process Apple made 'PC' a dirty word, that was their intention. They wanted to position Macintoshes as the UN PC. Apple's ad campaign was so successful, they created momentum. Microsoft responded with their laptop hunter ad campaign, and in
doing so Microsoft used Apple's momentum against them, changing the fundamental conflict between Apple and Microsoft. Apple said Macs cool, but Microsoft said PCs are smart. The average consumer knows they will never be cool, so being smart is an attractive option. Let's specify things Microsoft
marketing did to judo Apples ads: Apple used actors – Microsoft used real people in real stores (Fry's no less). Apple Apple on Windows weaknesses - Microsoft promoted their strength, namely increasingly bang for the buck (smart consumerism). Apple only sold against Windows, not promoting their
strengths – Microsoft buyers are shown stating their required features and getting what I want for less. At the end, all of those real consumers say I'm a PC. Central to all this is that Microsoft took Apple's momentum in creating a negative I'm a PC stereotype and used it to sell Windows market strengths.
When paired with allegedly real consumers shopping, comparing and choosing PCs, Apple's momentum becomes Microsoft's momentum. Using real consumers also eliminated the advertising advantage that Apple obtained with actors (and given that Justin stared into such epic cinematic efforts as
Happy Campers and Idiocracy, we can only take him so seriously). In promotions, perception is everything. Apple had a good start by amplifying dissatisfaction with Windows weaknesses, but they didn't take advantage of their own momentum by shifting the focus of their ads to Mac strengths. Microsoft
was able to dive into that momentum and used it to sell Windows market strengths with more authenticity. The genius was that they didn't stand toe-to-toe with Apple and slug it out. They hijacked Apple's efforts and picked up their pockets in a smooth motion. That's smart and cool. Cool.
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